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Thomas Evans is a Dentist who works
within the Special care Department in
Birmingham (UK). He is an enthusiastic
advocate of reducing barriers to dental
care. You can contact him on
Thomas.Evans13@nhs.net

Dental anxiety is one of the most common reasons cited
by patients as an impediment to accessing dental care
(1). Cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) has been
shown to have effective outcomes in reducing anxiety
across a wide spectrum of conditions and in many areas
of health care. When well implemented it allows many
patients to access care more easily or with less reliance
on sedation. Dental Anxiety is often assessed using the
Modified Dental Anxiety Score (MDAS) where >19 is
considered a phobia (2). CBT can be costly to facilitate
and often long-term cost savings are often
overshadowed by the short-term costs.

Dental CBT in Birmingham (UK) uses an innovative
model of dental nurse-delivered CBT, which is overseen
by a clinical psychologist with dentist input. The pathway
of care can be seen in Figure 1.

Introduction
To evaluate the effectiveness of a Dental nurse-led Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Service and identify trends that may
improve successful patient selection.

Objectives

A retrospective sample of all CBT patients seen within the service between 2015-2017, to allow treatment to be
completed. Data collection was carried out including Pre- and post CBT Modified Dental Anxiety Scores (MDAS), and
patient demographic data including age, type of phobia and attendance were included. Success was defined as
treatment modality de-escalation.

Materials and Methods

There were 140 referrals identified that met the criteria for inclusion, of those referred around 50%, continued to
treatment completion as can be seen in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the change in distribution of MDAS pre and post
therapy. Patients who were identified who had both a pre and post op MDAS (n=27) there was statistically significant
reduction in MDAS is seen for dental nurse delivered CBT.

Results

Conclusions
• A large reduction in MDAS can be seen,

comparable to other therapist led models.
• Dental CBT can be delivered by dental nurses, in a

cost-effective manner, integrated with a dental
service.

• CBT is possibly most effective in younger
demographics.
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Offer

• Patient attends Dental assessment 
appointment

• Dentist offers CBT as an option, refers 
to Dental Nurse CBT therapist

Accept

• Patient invited to make appointment
• Patient books appointment or declines 

treatment

CBT

• Therapeutic appointments with dental 
Nurse

• Including exposure in controlled 
environment

Treat
• Less sedation required
• More sustainable for patient long term

Figure 1. Dental CBT pathway – Birmingham, UK

Overall CBT Success Rates
Figure 2-
Percentage 
outcomes of 
referrals 
including: 
Declined, Did 
not contact, Did 
not return, 
Failure and 
Success

After completing a course of CBT, 83.8% of patients accessed care
in a less invasive manner (less sedation was required) than was
tolerable previously.

In the data there also appeared to be greater success rates for
younger patients prior or during early adolescence, and a dip in
success rates in midlife. This can be seen in Figure 4. Our data also
hinted at more generalised phobias being more resistant to therapy. Figure 3a- Pre-CBT MDAS 

Figure 3b – Post-BCT MDAS

Figure 4- Percentage success and acceptance rates by 
age group.
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